Assembly Guide – StuG III Tank

It is recommended that you first assemble parts of this model without glue, in order to familiarise
yourself with the placement of each part.
Gun Assembly
Part list
1. Gun rear breech panel
2. Gun front breech panel
3. Front internal panel
4. Rear internal panel
5. Gun pivot
6. Pivot collar
7 & 8. Gun barrel
9, 10 & 11. Flash breaker
12. Flash breaker mounting collar
13. Periscope lens
14. Periscope tube
15. Periscope support
16. Periscope mount
17, 18 & 19. Gun turret
20, 21, 22, 23. Breech
24. Barrel reinforcing rings
25. Front barrel reinforcing ring.

Construct the gun as per pictures below.

Assemble 20,21,22,23 as per right-hand picture above. Attach Rear internal panel 4.

Assemble breech as per left-hand picture above, using parts 3, 17, 18, 19.
Attach gun pivot collar (6) as per centre picture. Glue barrel pieces 7 & 8 together, and then
push the barrel into gun front breech panel (2). Glue this part to the completed breech
assembly, taking care to align the barrel, as per right-hand picture above.
Attach barrel reinforcing rings (24) to the barrel. Finally, attach front reinforcing ring (25) to the
barrel.
Assemble the flash breaker (10, 11, 12). Glue flash-breaker mounting collar (12) to the front of
the barrel. Glue assembled flash breaker to the barrel.
Assemble periscope by attaching 13 to 14c. Attach 15a to 14a. Attach this assembled part to
16a, fitting 14b / 15b to 16a. See picture above.
Finally, attach gun rear breech panel (1) to the rear section of the breech

Chassis Assembly
Part list
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Left chassis panel
Centre chassis panel
Right chassis panel
Chassis base panel
Gun pivot mount

Place chassis base panel 4 as shown. Attach 1 to 4, aligning 1a & 1b with 4a and 4b.
Attach 2 and 3 as above.
Attach 5a to 1c and 3c, with 5c facing to the right.
Identify gun pivot (5) from the gun assembly diagram, and attach to 5c.

Body Assembly
Mounting the gun to the chassis.

Identify the parts shown in the first picture above, and slide them over the gun as shown in the
second picture. Align these parts and slide them into slots 1f & 1g, 2f & 2g, and 3f & 3g. Take
care to align the gun pivot 5 with the gun pivot collar 6 so that the gun can swivel freely.
Mount the periscope as shown in picture 4.
Identify the pieces shown in the centre photo above, and attach to 1h & 1j, 2h & 2j, and 3h & 3j,
as shown in the picture on the right.

Attach the support pieces shown above to 1k and 2k.

Identify body part shown above, and attach to chassis parts 1 & 2, as shown by the red arrow.

Identify the pieces shown in the picture above, and attach to the chassis behind the piece
shown above. The thin piece denoted by the blue arrow in the top picture is fitted where shown
by the yellow arrow above.
Identify the piece below (left) and attach as shown by yellow arrows in left-hand picture.
CAUTION: There are two pieces that look similar! One will fit snugly, and the other will be
loose. Use the piece that fits snugly inside these two points.

Attach the two pieces shown in the right hand picture as shown by blue arrow. Attach the next
three panels as shown below by the orange arrow. Next, identify the top hatches in the centre
picture and attach as shown by the green arrows. Note that these pieces are a matched set,
longer on one edge than on the other. Take care to ensure your sets are matched equally.

Next identify these two body panels, and attach as per red arrows in the photo below.

Now locate the parts shown in the diagram on the right, and attach the small parts to the main
frame as shown by yellow, blue and green arrows. Once completed, attach to the front of the
tank body as shown by orange arrow in the centre picture.

Locate the pieces indicated above, and attach with the hinges shown in the picture below. The
yellow arrows show the front panel, the blue arrows are the second-from-rear panel, and the
green arrows show the rear panel.
NOTE: These hinges are matched sets. The small circles on each of the pieces should face
outwards as shown on the picture below.

Attach the lower front panel to the chassis, as shown by the green arrow below.

Wheels and Tracks

Start assembling the wheels as shown above. Use one of the 30mm bolts to align the sections,
otherwise the wheels will not run true. Using the rear wheel as an example, place 3 of “D” on
the bolt. Use a small dab of glue to attach the three disks together. Then place the large wheel
on the bolt. Attach “E” and then the second large wheel. Fit a nut to the bolt, and tighten. Set
aside and complete the rest of the wheels in a similar manner. Once the glue has set, remove
all bolts. Make sure you clean the glue from the bolts before it dries, otherwise the nuts will not
fit correctly.
Bottom wheel carrier frame assembly
Start by gluing “3” into position, and then “2”. Lastly, glue “1” into place, paying attention to the
orientation of these pieces. The slanted section should face outwards, and the flat section faces
up.

Track assembly
Start assembling your track as per the picture below. Each track should be 32 link plates in
length. Green arrow shows link plate. Care should be taken to ensure you put glue ONLY where
the blue arrow is showing, otherwise the track will not flex around the wheels.

Once all wheels and tracks are assembled, proceed as shown below.

Using the 20mm bolts, assemble the bottom wheels as shown above. Adjust the nuts on the
bolts so that the wheels rotate freely, then lock the nuts by holding the bolt head with a
screwdriver while tightening the nut with the supplied tool. Fit the assembly to the side panel of
the tank, aligning the bolts with the holes shown by green arrows. Fit nuts to the inside of the
side panel and tighten with the supplied tool.

Fit the top, rear and drive wheels as shown below, using the 30mm bolts. Fit the wheel to the
bolt, attach a nut and tighten until the wheel can just rotate freely, fit bolt through side panel and
fit second nut to the inside of the panel. Hold the bolt with a screwdriver while tightening the
inside nut with the supplied tool. Ensure that wheels can rotate freely.

Fit nuts to the chassis as shown below, and secure with the zip ties. Fit the side panels to the
body of the tank, and use the 10mm bolts where shown by the blue arrows above. Do not overtighten the bolts, as you may damage the structure.

Accessories
Assemble and attach the exhausts as below. Assemble the rear box and fit as per centre
picture.

Assemble the remaining accessories as per the picture below.

Finally, attach the tools as below

